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Abstract

This survey covers the historical development and current state of the art in image understanding for iris biometrics. Most research
publications can be categorized as making their primary contribution to one of the four major modules in iris biometrics: image acqui-
sition, iris segmentation, texture analysis and matching of texture representations. Other important research includes experimental eval-
uations, image databases, applications and systems, and medical conditions that may a!ect the iris. We also suggest a short list of
recommended readings for someone new to the field to quickly grasp the big picture of iris biometrics.
! 2007 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Whenever people log onto computers, access an ATM,
pass through airport security, use credit cards, or enter
high-security areas, they need to verify their identities.
People typically use user names, passwords, and identifica-
tion cards to prove that they are who they claim to be.
However, passwords can be forgotten, and identification
cards can be lost or stolen. Thus, there is tremendous
interest in improved methods of reliable and secure identi-
fication of people. Biometric methods, which identify peo-
ple based on physical or behavioral characteristics, are of
interest because people cannot forget or lose their physical
characteristics in the way that they can lose passwords or
identity cards. Biometric methods based on the spatial pat-
tern of the iris are believed to allow very high accuracy, and
there has been an explosion of interest in iris biometrics in
recent years. This paper is intended to provide a thorough
review of the use of the iris as a biometric feature.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews
basic background concepts in iris anatomy and biometric

performance. Section 3 traces the early development of iris
biometrics, providing appropriate context to evaluate more
recent research. Sections 4–7 survey publications whose
primary result relates to one of the four modules of an iris
biometrics system: (1) image acquisition, (2) segmentation
of the iris region, (3) analysis and representation of the iris
texture, or (4) matching of iris representations. Section 8
discusses evaluations of iris biometrics technology and iris
image databases. Section 9 gives an overview of various
applications and systems. Section 10 briefly outlines some
medical conditions that can potentially a!ect the iris tex-
ture pattern. Finally, Section 11 concludes with a short list
of recommended readings for the new researcher.

2. Background concepts

This section briefly reviews basic concepts of iris anat-
omy and biometric systems performance. Readers who
are already familiar with these topics should be able to skip
to the next section.

2.1. Iris anatomy

The iris is the ‘‘colored ring of tissue around the pupil
through which light. . .enters the interior of the eye.’’
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[112] Two muscles, the dilator and the sphincter muscles,
control the size of the iris to adjust the amount of light
entering the pupil. Fig. 1 shows an example image acquired
by a commercial iris biometrics system. The sclera, a white
region of connective tissue and blood vessels, surrounds the
iris. A clear covering called the cornea covers the iris and
the pupil. The pupil region generally appears darker than
the iris. However, the pupil may have specular highlights,
and cataracts can lighten the pupil. The iris typically has
a rich pattern of furrows, ridges, and pigment spots. The
surface of the iris is composed of two regions, the central
pupillary zone, and the outer ciliary zone. The collarette is
the border between these two regions.

The minute details of the iris texture are believed to be
determined randomly during the fetal development of the
eye. They are also believed to be di!erent between persons
and between the left and right eye of the same person [36].
The color of the iris can change as the amount of pigment
in the iris increases during childhood. Nevertheless, for
most of a human’s lifespan, the appearance of the iris is rel-
atively constant.

2.2. Performance of biometric systems

Biometrics can be used in at least two di!erent types
of applications. In a verification scenario, a person claims
a particular identity and the biometric system is used to
verify or reject the claim. Verification is done by match-
ing a biometric sample acquired at the time of the claim
against the sample previously enrolled for the claimed
identity. If the two samples match well enough, the iden-
tity claim is verified, and if the two samples do not
match well enough, the claim is rejected. Thus there
are four possible outcomes. A true accept occurs when
the system accepts, or verifies, an identity claim, and
the claim is true. A false accept occurs when the system

accepts an identity claim, but the claim is not true. A
true reject occurs when the system rejects an identity
claim and the claim is false. A false reject occurs when
the system rejects an identity claim, but the claim is true.
The two types of errors that can be made are a false
accept and a false reject. Biometric performance in a
verification scenario is often summarized in a receiver
operating characteristic (ROC) curve. The ROC curve
plots the verification rate on the Y axis and the false
accept rate on the X axis, or, alternatively, the false
reject rate on the Y axis and the false accept rate on
the X axis. The equal-error rate (EER) is a single num-
ber often quoted from the ROC curve. The EER is
where the false accept rate equals the false reject rate.
The terms verification and authentication are often used
interchangeably in this context.

In an identification scenario, a biometric sample is
acquired without any associated identity claim. The task
is to identify the unknown sample as matching one of a
set of previously enrolled known samples. The set of
enrolled samples is often called a gallery, and the unknown
sample is often called a probe. The probe is matched
against all of the entries in the gallery, and the closest
match, assuming it is close enough, is used to identify the
unknown sample. Similar to the verification scenario, there
are four possible outcomes. A true positive occurs when the
system says that an unknown sample matches a particular
person in the gallery and the match is correct. A false posi-
tive occurs when the system says that an unknown sample
matches a particular person in the gallery and the match is
not correct. A true negative occurs when the system says
that the sample does not match any of the entries in the gal-
lery, and the sample in fact does not. A false negative
occurs when the system says that the sample does not
match any of the entries in the gallery, but the sample in
fact does belong to someone in the gallery. Performance
in an identification scenario is often summarized in a cumu-
lative match characteristic (CMC) curve. The CMC curve
plots the percent correctly recognized on the Y axis and
the cumulative rank considered as a correct match on the
X axis. For a cumulative rank of 2, if the correct match
occurs for either the first-ranked or the second-ranked
entry in the gallery, then it is considered as correct recogni-
tion, and so on. The rank-one-recognition rate is a single
number often quoted from the CMC curve. The terms iden-
tification and recognition are often used interchangeably in
this context.

3. Early history of iris biometrics

The ‘‘early history’’ of iris biometrics can be considered
as approximately up through 2001. About a dozen iris bio-
metrics publications, including patents, from this period
are covered in this survey. Iris biometric research acceler-
ated and broadened dramatically since 2001. For example,
about forty of the iris biometrics publications covered in
this paper were published in 2006.

Fig. 1. Image 02463d1276 from the Iris Challenge Evaluation Dataset.
Elements seen in a typical iris image are labeled here. The ICE dataset is
described in the text.
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3.1. Flom and Safir’s concept patent

The idea of using the iris as a biometric is over 100 years
old [8]. However, the idea of automating iris recognition is
more recent. In 1987, Flom and Safir obtained a patent for
an unimplemented conceptual design of an automated iris
biometrics system [49]. Their description suggested highly
controlled conditions, including a headrest, a target image
to direct the subject’s gaze, and a manual operator. To
account for the expansion and contraction of the pupil,
they suggested changing the illumination to force the pupil
to a predetermined size. While the imaging conditions that
they describe may not be practical, some of their other sug-
gestions have clearly influenced later research. They suggest
using pattern recognition tools, including di!erence opera-
tors, edge detection algorithms, and the Hough transform,
to extract iris descriptors. To detect the pupil, they suggest
an algorithm that finds large connected regions of pixels
with intensity values below a given threshold. They also
suggest that a description of an individual’s iris could be
stored on a credit card or identification card to support a
verification task.

Johnston [73] published a report in 1992 on an inves-
tigation of the feasibility of iris biometrics conducted at
Los Alamos National Laboratory after Flom and Safir’s
patent but prior to Daugman’s work, reported below.
Iris images were acquired for 650 persons, followed up
over a 15-month period. The pattern of an individual iris
was observed to be unchanged over the 15 months. The
complexity of an iris image, including specular highlights
and reflections, was noted. It was concluded that iris
biometrics held potential for both verification and identi-
fication scenarios, but no experimental results are
presented.

3.2. Daugman’s approach

The most important work in the early history of iris bio-
metrics is that of Daugman. Daugman’s 1994 patent [30]
and early publications (e.g., [29]) described an operational
iris recognition system in some detail. It is fair to say that
iris biometrics as a field has developed with the concepts in
Daugman’s approach becoming a standard reference
model. Also, due to the Flom and Safir patent and the
Daugman patent being held for some time by the same
company, nearly all existing commercial iris biometric
technology is based on Daugman’s work.

Daugman’s patent states that ‘‘the system acquires
through a video camera a digitized image of an eye
of the human to be identified.’’ A 2004 paper [33] said
that image acquisition should use near-infrared illumina-
tion so that the illumination could be controlled, yet
remain unintrusive to humans. Near-infrared illumina-
tion also helps reveal the detailed structure of heavily
pigmented (dark) irises. Melanin pigment absorbs much
of visible light, but reflects more of the longer wave-
lengths of light.

Systems built on Daugman’s concepts require subjects
to position their eye within the camera’s field of view.
The system assesses the focus of the image in real time by
looking at the power in the middle and upper frequency
bands of the 2D Fourier spectrum. The algorithm seeks
to maximize this spectral power by adjusting the focus of
the system, or giving the subject audio feedback to adjust
their position in front of the camera. More detail on the
focusing procedure is given in the appendix of [33].

Given an image of the eye, the next step is to find the
part of the image that corresponds to the iris. Researchers
in the area field of facial recognition had previously pro-
posed a method for searching for eyes in a face by using
‘‘deformable templates.’’ A deformable template was spec-
ified by a set of parameters and allowed knowledge about
the expected shape of an eye to guide the detection process
[179]. Daugman’s early work approximated the pupillary
and limbic boundaries of the eye as circles. Thus, a bound-
ary could be described with three parameters: the radius r,
and the coordinates of the center of the circle, x0 and y0. He
proposed an integro-di!erential operator for detecting the
iris boundary by searching the parameter space. His oper-
ator is

max!r; x0; y0" Gr!r" #
o
or

I

r;x0;y0

I!x; y"
2pr

ds

!!!!!

!!!!! !1"

where Gr(r) is a smoothing function and I(x, y) is the image
of the eye.

All early research in iris segmentation assumed that the
iris had a circular boundary. However, often the pupillary
and limbic boundaries are not perfectly circular. Recently,
Daugman has studied alternative segmentation techniques
to better model the iris boundaries [35]. Even when the
inner and outer boundaries of the iris are found, some of
the iris still may be occluded by eyelids or eyelashes.

Upon isolating the iris region, the next step is to describe
the features of the iris in a way that facilitates comparison
of irises.1 The first di"culty lies in the fact that not all
images of an iris are the same size. The distance from the
camera a!ects the size of the iris in the image. Also,
changes in illumination can cause the iris to dilate or con-
tract. This problem was addressed by mapping the
extracted iris region into a normalized coordinate system.
To accomplish this normalization, every location on the iris
image was defined by two coordinates, (i) an angle between
0 and 360 degrees, and (ii) a radial coordinate that ranges
between 0 and 1 regardless of the overall size of the image.
This normalization assumes that the iris stretches linearly
when the pupil dilates and contracts. A paper by Wyatt
[173] explains that this assumption is a good approxima-
tion, but it does not perfectly match the actual deformation
of an iris.

1 Some authors have pointed out that the plural of ‘‘iris’’ is ‘‘irides.’’ We
consider that the use of ‘‘irises’’ is also commonly accepted as the plural of
‘‘iris,’’ and we use the simpler word here.
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The normalized iris image can be displayed as a rectan-
gular image, with the radial coordinate on the vertical axis,
and the angular coordinate on the horizontal axis (Fig. 7).
In such a representation, the pupillary boundary may be on
the top of the image, and the limbic boundary on the bot-
tom. The left side of the normalized image marks 0 degrees
on the iris image, and the right side marks 360 degrees. The
division between 0 and 360 degrees is somewhat arbitrary,
because a simple tilt of the head can a!ect the angular
coordinate. Daugman accounts for this rotation later, in
the matching technique.

Directly comparing the pixel intensity of two di!erent
iris images could be prone to error because of di!erences
in lighting between two di!erent images. Daugman uses
convolution with 2-dimensional Gabor filters to extract
the texture from the normalized iris image. In his system,
the filters are ‘‘multiplied by the raw image pixel data
and integrated over their domain of support to generate
coe"cients which describe, extract, and encode image tex-
ture information’’ [30].

After the texture in the image is analyzed and repre-
sented, it is matched against the stored representation of
other irises. If iris recognition were to be implemented on
a large scale, the comparison between two images would
have to be very fast. Thus, Daugman chose to quantize
each filter’s phase response into a pair of bits in the texture
representation. Each complex coe"cient was transformed
into a two-bit code: the first bit was equal to 1 if the real
part of the coe"cient was positive, and the second bit
was equal to 1 if the imaginary part of the coe"cient was
positive. Thus after analyzing the texture of the image
using the Gabor filters, the information from the iris image
was summarized in a 256 byte (2048 bit) binary code. The
resulting binary ‘‘iris codes’’ can be compared e"ciently
using bitwise operations.2

Daugman uses a metric called the normalized Hamming
distance, which measures the fraction of bits for which two
iris codes disagree.3 A low normalized Hamming distance
implies strong similarity of the iris codes. If parts of the
irises are occluded, the normalized Hamming distance is
the fraction of bits that disagree in the areas that are not
occluded on either image. To account for rotation, com-
parison between a pair of images involves computing the
normalized Hamming distance for several di!erent orienta-
tions that correspond to circular permutations of the code
in the angular coordinate. The minimum computed nor-
malized Hamming distance is assumed to correspond to
the correct alignment of the two images.

The modules of an iris biometrics system generally fol-
lowing Daugman’s approach are depicted in Fig. 2. The
goal of image acquisition is to acquire an image that has
su"cient quality to support reliable biometrics processing.
The goal of segmentation is to isolate the region that rep-
resents the iris. The goal of texture analysis is to derive a
representation of the iris texture that can be used to match
two irises. The goal of matching is to evaluate the similarity
of two iris representations. The distinctive essence of Daug-
man’s approach lies in conceiving the representation of the
iris texture to be a binary code obtained by quantizing the
phase response of a texture filter. This representation has
several inherent advantages. Among these are the speed
of matching through the normalized Hamming distance,
easy handling of rotation of the iris, and an interpretation
of the matching as the result of a statistical test of indepen-
dence [29].

3.3. Wildes’ approach

Wildes [168] describes an iris biometrics system devel-
oped at Sarno! Labs that uses a very di!erent technical
approach from that of Daugman. Whereas Daugman’s sys-
tem acquires the image using ‘‘an LED-based point light
source in conjunction with a standard video camera,’’ the
Wildes system uses ‘‘a di!use source and polarization in
conjunction with a low light level camera.’’ When localiz-
ing the iris boundary, Daugman’s approach looks for a
maximum in an integro-di!erential operator that responds
to circular boundary. By contrast, Wildes’ approach
involves computing a binary edge map followed by a
Hough transform to detect circles. In matching two irises,
Daugman’s approach involves computation of the normal-
ized Hamming distance between iris codes, whereas Wildes
applies a Laplacian of Gaussian filter at multiple scales to
produce a template and computes the normalized correla-
tion as a similarity measure. Wildes briefly describes [168]
the results of two experimental evaluations of the
approach, involving images from several hundreds of irises.
This paper demonstrates that multiple distinct technical
approaches exist for each of the main modules of an iris
biometrics system.

There are advantages and disadvantages to both Daug-
man’s and Wildes’ designs. Daugman’s acquisition system
is simpler than Wildes’ system, but Wildes’ system has a
less-intrusive light source designed to eliminate specular
reflections. For segmentation, Wildes’ approach is expected
to be more stable to noise perturbations; however, it makes
less use of available data, due to binary edge abstraction,
and therefore might be less sensitive to some details. Also,
Wildes’ approach encompassed eyelid detection and local-
ization. For matching, the Wildes approach made use of
more of the available data, by not binarizing the bandpass
filtered result, and hence might be capable of finer
distinctions; however, it yields a less compact representa-
tion. Furthermore, the Wildes method used a data-driven
approach to image registration to align two instances to

2 The term, ‘‘iris code’’ was used by Daugman in his 1993 paper. We use
this term to refer to any binary representation of iris texture that is similar
to Daugman’s representation.
3 The Hamming distance is the number of bits that disagree. The

normalized Hamming distance is the fraction of bits that disagree. Since
normalized Hamming distance is used so frequently, many papers simply
mention ‘‘Hamming distance’’ when referring to the normalized Hamming
distance. We also follow this trend in subsequent sections of this paper.
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be compared, which might better respond to the real geo-
metric deformations between the instances, but comes at
increased computation.

In 1996 and 1998, Wildes et al. filed two patents [172]
which described their automated segmentation method,
the normalized spatial correlation for matching, and an
acquisition system allowing a user to self-position his or
her eye. A more recent book chapter by Wildes [169] lar-
gely follows the treatment in his earlier paper [168]. How-
ever, some of the technical details of the system are
updated and there is discussion of some experimental eval-
uations of iris biometrics done since the earlier paper. Ear-
lier and less detailed descriptions of the system appear in
[170,171].

4. Image acquisition

This section covers publications that relate primarily to
image acquisition. These generally fall into one of two cat-
egories, corresponding to the first two subsections. The first
category is engineering image acquisition to make it less
intrusive for the user. The ‘‘Iris on the Move’’ project is
a major example of this [97]. The other category is develop-
ing metrics for iris image quality, in order to allow more
accurate determination of ‘‘good’’ and ‘‘bad’’ images.

All current commercial iris biometrics systems still have
constrained image acquisition conditions. Near-infrared
illumination, in the 700–900 nm range, is used to light the
face, and the user is prompted with visual and/or auditory
feedback to position the eye so that it can be in focus and
of su"cient size in the image. An example of such a system
is shown in Fig. 3. In 2004, Daugman suggested that the
iris should have a diameter of at least 140 pixels [33]. The
International Standards Organization (ISO) Iris Image
Standard released in 2005 is more demanding, specifying
a diameter of 200 pixels [67].

4.1. Engineering less intrusive image acquisition

As early as 1996, Sensar Inc. and the David Sarno!
Research Center [54] developed a system that would

actively find the eye of the nearest user who stood between
1 and 3 ft from the cameras. Their system used two wide
field-of-view cameras and a cross-correlation-based stereo
algorithm to search for the coarse location of the head.
They used a template-based method to search for the
characteristic arrangements of features in the face. Next, a
narrow field-of-view (NFOV) camera would confirm the
presence of the eye and acquire the eye image. Two incan-
descent lights, one on each side of the camera, illuminated
the face. The NFOV camera eye-finding algorithm searched
for the specular reflections of these lights to locate the eye.
Sensar’s system was also described by Vecchia et al. in 1998
[163]. Sensar piloted their system with automatic teller
machine manufacturers in England and Japan [15].

Sensar’s system showed high performance but required
specialized lighting conditions to find the eye. Sung et al.
[148] suggested using a fixed template to look for the inner
eye corner because they claimed that the shape and orien-
tation of the eye corner would be consistent across di!erent
people.

Several papers have investigated how the working vol-
ume of an iris acquisition system can be expanded. Fan-
court et al. [47] demonstrated that it is possible to
acquire images at a distance of up to ten meters that are
of su"cient quality to support iris biometrics. However,
their system required very constrained conditions. Abian-
tun et al. [3] sought to increase the vertical range of an
acquisition system by using face detection on a video
stream, and a rack-and-pinion system for moving the cam-
era up or down a trackbar depending on whether the larg-
est detected face is in the top or bottom half of the image.
By using a hi-zoom NFOV camera, Sensar’s 1996 system
handled subjects standing anywhere within a two foot deep
region; in contrast, Narayanswamy and Silveira [105,106]
sought to increase the depth-of-field in which a camera at
a fixed focus, without a zoom lens, could still capture an
acceptable iris image. Their approach combined an aspher-
ical optical element and wavefront-coded processing of the
image. Smith et al. [140] show the results of a wavefront
coding technology experiment on a dataset of 150 images
from 50 people.

Fig. 2. Major steps in iris biometrics processing.
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Other recent work has investigated speeding up and
improving the focusing process. Park and Kim [115] pro-
pose an approach to fast acquisition of in-focus iris images.
They exploit the specular reflection that can be expected to
be found in the pupil region in iris images. To cope with the
possible presence of eyeglasses, a dual illuminator scheme
is used. A paper by He et al. [57] also discusses the acqui-
sition of in-focus images. Their paper discusses the di!er-
ences between fixed-focus imaging devices and auto-focus
imaging devices. The e!ects of illumination by di!erent
near infrared wavelengths are illustrated. They conclude
that ‘‘illumination outside 700–900 nm cannot reveal the
iris’ rich texture.’’ However, irises with only moderate lev-
els of pigmentation image reasonably well in visible light.

The least-constrained system to date is described by
Matey et al. [97]. They aim to acquire iris images as a per-
son walks at normal speed through an access control point
such as those common at airports. The image acquisition is
‘‘based on high-resolution cameras, video synchronized
strobed illumination, and specularity based image segmen-
tation.’’ The system aims to be able to capture useful
images in a volume of space 20 cm wide and 10 cm deep,
at a distance of approximately 3 m. The height of the cap-
ture volume is nominally 20 cm, but can be increased by
using additional cameras. The envisioned scenario is that
‘‘subjects are moderately cooperative; they look forward
and do not engage in behavior intended to prevent iris
image acquisition, such as squinting or looking away from
the acquisition camera. Subjects may be required to remove
sunglasses, depending on the optical density of those sun-
glasses. Most subjects should be able to wear normal eye-
glasses or contact lenses.’’ Experiments were performed
with images from 119 Sarno! employees. Results were that
‘‘the overall recognition rate (total number of successful
recognitions divided by the total number of attempts) for
all subjects was 78%.’’ The paper concludes, ‘‘the Iris on

the Move system is the first, and at this time the only, sys-
tem that can capture iris images of recognition quality from
subjects walking at a normal pace through a minimally
confining portal.’’ An example of such a portal is shown
in Fig. 4.

Fig. 3. Image acquisition using an LG2200 camera.

Fig. 4. This ‘‘Iris on the Move’’ portal acquires an iris image as subjects
walk through a portal at normal walking speed. The portal itself contains
infrared lights to illuminate the subject. Three high-zoom video cameras in
the far cabinet take video streams of the subject.
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4.2. Quality metrics for iris images

Overall iris image quality is a function of focus, occlu-
sion, lighting, number of pixels on the iris, and other fac-
tors. Several studies report that using an image quality
metric can improve system performance [22,74], either by
screening out poor-quality images or using a quality metric
in the matching. However, there is no generally accepted
measure of overall iris image quality.

Several groups have studied how to determine the focus
of an image. In 1999, Zhang and Salganico! [183] filed a
patent discussing how to measure the focus of an image
by analyzing the sharpness of the pupil/iris boundary.
Daugman suggested that image focus could be measured
by calculating the total high frequency power in the 2D
Fourier spectrum of the image [31,33]. Daugman uses an
8 · 8 convolution kernel for focus assessment. Kang and
Park [75] propose a 5 · 5 convolution kernel similar to
Daugman’s kernel. They note that the 5 · 5 kernel is faster
and contains more high frequency bands than Daugman’s.
An image restoration step is proposed for any image with a
focus score below a certain threshold. Wei et al. [167] also
suggest using a 5 · 5 filter, with a similar shape as Daug-
man’s, for detecting defocused images. Additionally, they
detect motion-blurred images using a variation of the
sum modulus di!erence (SMD) filter proposed by Jarvis
[71].

Chen et al. [22] argue that ‘‘iris texture is so localized
that the quality varies from region to region.’’ They use a
wavelet-based transform because it can be used on a local
area of the image. They report on experiments using images
from the CASIA 1 database [17] and a database collected
at West Virginia University. They report that ‘‘the pro-
posed quality index can reliably predict the matching per-
formance of an iris recognition system’’ [22] and that
incorporating the measure of image quality into the match-
ing can improve the EER. The idea that image quality can
vary over the iris region seems to be a valid and potentially
important point.

As an alternative to examining the high-frequency
power of an image directly, neural networks can be used
to evaluate the quality of an image. Proenca and Alexandre
[125] train a neural network to identify five types of ‘‘noise’’
(information other than iris): eyelids, eyelashes, pupil,
strong reflections, and weak reflections. A ‘‘strong reflec-
tion’’ is one that ‘‘corresponds to a light source directly
pointed at the iris.’’ Krichen et al. [79] train a ‘‘Gaussian
Mixture Model’’ on 30 high-quality images and use it to
reject irises with occlusion and blur. Like the method of
Chen et al. [22], both of these methods look at local regions
of the iris. Ye et al. [177] train a compound neural network
system to classify images into the categories of ‘‘good’’ and
‘‘bad.’’

While many papers simply try to detect defocused
images, Kalka et al. [74] consider the e!ects of defocus
blur, motion blur, o!-angle view, occlusion, specularities,
lighting, and pixel counts on image quality. Estimates for

the individual factors are combined into an overall quality
metric using a Dempster–Shafer approach. Experiments
are performed using both the CASIA 1 dataset and a West
Virginia University (WVU) dataset. The measurements
show that the ‘‘CASIA dataset contains higher quality data
than WVU.’’ It is shown that the quality metric can predict
recognition performance reasonably well. It is also noted
that the computation of the quality metric requires an ini-
tial segmentation, and that ‘‘failed localization/segmenta-
tion will result in inaccurate quality scores.’’

Nandakumar et al. [104] discuss issues related to fusing
quality scores from di!erent modalities in a multi-biomet-
ric system. For a given modality, rather than have a quality
score for the gallery sample and the probe sample sepa-
rately, they have a score for the (gallery sample, probe sam-
ple) combination. The particular multi-biometric example
discussed in the paper is the combination of fingerprint
and iris. The iris image quality metric used is essentially
that used in [22].

The development of better image quality metrics
appears to be an active area of research. A better metric
would be one that better correlates with biometric accu-
racy. Such a metric might be achieved by an improved
method of combining metrics for di!erent factors such as
occlusion and defocus, by less dependence on an accurate
iris segmentation, by improved handling of variations
throughout the iris region, or by other means.

4.3. Iris image datasets used in research

Experimental research on segmentation, texture encod-
ing, and matching requires an iris image dataset. Several
datasets are discussed in detail in a later section, but one
issue deserves a brief mention at this point. The first iris
image dataset to be widely used by the research community
was the ‘‘CASIA version 1’’ dataset. Unfortunately, this
dataset had the (originally undocumented) feature that
the pupil area in each image had been ‘‘replaced with a cir-
cular region of constant intensity to mask out the specular
reflections from the NIR (near-infrared) illuminators’’ [18].
This feature of the dataset naturally calls into question any
results obtained using it, as the iris segmentation has been
made artificially easy [119].

5. Segmentation of the iris region

As mentioned earlier, Daugman’s original approach to
iris segmentation uses an integro-di!erential operator,
and Wildes [168] suggests a method involving edge detec-
tion and a Hough transform. Variations of the edge detec-
tion and Hough transform approach have since been used
by a number of researchers. Fig. 5 shows an image with
detected edge points marked as white dots. The Hough
transform considers a set of edge points and finds the circle
that, in some sense, best fits the most edge points. Fig. 6
shows examples of circles found for the pupillary and lim-
bic boundaries.
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A number of papers in this area present various
approaches to finding the pupillary and limbic boundaries.
A smaller number of papers deal specifically with determin-
ing the parts of the iris region that are occluded by eyelids,
eyelashes, or specularities. Occlusion due to eyelashes and
specularities is sometimes loosely referred to as ‘‘noise.’’
These two categories of papers are reviewed in the next
subsections. Some segmentation performance results are
summarized in Table 1.

5.1. Finding pupillary and limbic boundaries

Much of the research in segmentation has tried to
improve upon Wildes et al.’s idea of using edge detection

and a Hough transform. To reduce computational com-
plexity, Huang et al. [65] suggest the modification of first
finding the iris boundaries in a rescaled image, and then
using that information to guide the search on the original
image. They present a unique idea to make the matching
step rotation-invariant. Using an image that has both eyes
in it, they use the left eye for recognition and the direction
to the right eye to establish a standard orientation. Liu
et al. [88] use Canny edge detection and a Hough transform
as well, but try to simplify the methods to improve the
speed. The pupillary and limbic boundaries are modeled
as two concentric circles. Sample images are shown for
which this assumption seems plausible, but the idea is only
applied to 5 di!erent subjects. Sung et al. [149] use tradi-
tional methods for finding the iris boundaries, but addi-
tionally, they find the collarette boundary using
histogram equalization and high-pass filtering.

Liu et al. [87] implement four improvements in their
‘‘ND_IRIS’’ segmentation algorithm. Edge points around
the specular highlights are removed by ignoring Canny
edges at pixels with a high intensity value. Additionally,
they use an improved Hough transform. They introduce
a hypothesize-and-verify step to catch incorrect candidate
iris locations and they present a method for improved
detection of occlusion by eyelids. Experiments compare
their results with that of Masek [96] and with the location
reported by the LG 2200 iris biometrics system. The Masek
iris location resulted in 90.9% rank-one recognition, the
LG 2200 location resulted in 96.6%, and the ND_IRIS
location resulted in 97.1%.

Some groups follow the general idea of Wildes et al., but
additionally propose a method of finding a coarse location
of the pupil to guide the subsequent search for the iris
boundaries. Lili and Mei [85] find an initial coarse localiza-
tion of the iris based on the assumption that there are three
main peaks in the image histogram, corresponding to the
pupil, iris and sclera regions. They also use edge point
detection and then fit circles to the outer and inner bound-
aries of the iris. Iris image quality is evaluated in terms of
sharpness, eyelid and eyelash occlusion, and pupil dilation.
In the paper by He and Shi [56], the image is binarized to
locate the pupil, and then edge detection and a Hough
transform are used to find the limbic boundary. Feng
et al. [48] use a ‘‘coarse-to-fine’’ strategy for finding bound-
aries approximated as (portions of) circles. One of their
suggested improvements is to use the lower contour of
the pupil in estimating parameters of the pupillary bound-
ary because ‘‘it is stable even when the iris image is seri-
ously occluded.’’

Other authors have also suggested approaches that find
a course localization of the pupil. Many of these
approaches e!ectively proceed from the assumption that

Fig. 5. Iris image with edge points detected.

Fig. 6. Example segmented iris image without significant eyelid occlusion.

Fig. 7. Normalized iris image.
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the pupil will be a uniform dark region, and report good
results for locating the iris in the CASIA 1 dataset (Table
1). Such approaches may run into problems when evalu-
ated on real, un-edited iris images. Tian et al. [157] search
for pixels that have a gray value below a fixed threshold,
search these pixels for the approximate pupil center, and
then use edge detection and a Hough transform on a lim-
ited area based on the estimate of the pupil center. Xu
et al. [174] divide the image into a rectangular grid, use
the minimum mean intensity across the grid cells to gener-
ate a threshold for binarizing the image to obtain the pupil
region, and then search out from this region to find the lim-
bic boundary. Zaim et al. [180] find the pupil region ‘‘by
applying split and merge algorithm to detect connected
regions of uniform intensity.’’ Sun et al. [142] assume that
‘‘in an iris image, the gray values inside the pupil are the
lowest in the image,’’ use this assumption to find the pupil,
and then constrain a Canny edge detector and Hough
transform for the limbic boundary.

In 2002, Camus and Wildes [16] presented a method that
did not rely on edge detection and Hough transform. This
algorithm was more similar to Daugman’s algorithm, in
that it searched in N3 space for three parameters (x, y,
and r). First, a threshold is used to identify specularities,
which are then filled in using bilinear interpolation. Then,
local minima of image intensity are used as seed points in
a ‘‘coarse-to-fine’’ algorithm. The parameters are tuned
to maximize a goodness-of-fit criteria that is weighted to
favor solutions where the iris has darker average intensity
than the pupil and the pupil-to-iris radii ratio falls within
an expected range. This algorithm finds the eye accurately
for 99.5% of cases without glasses and 66.6% of cases with
glasses, and it runs 3.5 times faster than Daugman’s 2001
algorithm [31].

Several relatively unique approaches to iris segmenta-
tion have been proposed. Bonney et al. [12] find the pupil
by using least significant bit-plane and erosion-and-dilation
operations. Once the pupil area is found, they calculate the
standard deviation in the horizontal and vertical directions
to search for the limbic boundary. Both pupillary and lim-
bic boundaries are modeled as ellipses. El-Bakry [45] pro-
posed a modular neural network for iris segmentation,
but no experimental results are presented to show whether
the proposed approach might realize advantages over

known approaches. More recently, He et al. [58] proposed
a Viola and Jones style cascade of classifiers [164] for
detecting the presence of the pupil region and then the
boundaries of the region are adjusted to an ‘‘optimal’’
setting.

Proenca et al. [124] evaluated four di!erent clustering
algorithms for preprocessing the images to enhance image
contrast. Of the variations tried, the fuzzy k-means clus-
tering algorithm used on the position and intensity fea-
ture vector performed the best. They compared their
segmentation algorithm with implementations of algo-
rithms by Daugman [29], Wildes [168], Camus and Wil-
des [16], Martin-Roche et al. [38], and Tuceryan [159].
They tested these methods on the UBIRIS dataset, which
contains one session of high-quality images, and a second
session of lower-quality images. Wildes’ original method-
ology correctly segmented the images 98.68% of the time
on the good quality dataset, and 96.68% of the time on
their poorer quality dataset. The algorithm by Proenca
et al. performed second-best with 98.02% accuracy on
the good dataset, but they had the smallest performance
degradation with 97.88% accuracy on the poorer quality
dataset.

A recent trend in segmentation aims at dealing with o!-
angle images. Dorairaj et al. [41] assume that an initial
estimate of the angle of rotation is available, and then
use Daugman’s integro-di!erential operator as an objective
function to refine the estimate. Once the angle is estimated,
they apply a projective transformation to rotate the
o!-angle image into a frontal view image. Li [84] fits an
ellipse to the pupil boundary and then uses rotation and
scaling to transform the o!-angle image so that the bound-
ary is circular. It is shown that the proposed calibration
step can improve the separation between intra-class and
inter-class di!erences that is achieved by a Daugman-like
algorithm. In 2005, Abhyankar et al. [1] show that iris
segmentation driven by looking for circular boundaries
performs worse when the iris image is o!-angle. Like
[41,84], they also consider projective transformations but
the approach is found to ‘‘su!er with some serious draw-
backs like blurring of the iris outer boundaries.’’ They then
present an approach involving bi-orthogonal wavelet net-
works. Later, in [2], they propose using active shape models
for finding the elliptical iris boundaries of o!-angle images.

Table 1
Segmentation performance

First author, year Size of database Segmentation results

Camus, 2002 640 images without glasses, 30 with glasses 99.5% of cases without glasses, 66.6% of cases with glasses, average accuracy: 98%
Sung, 2004 3167 images 100% segmentation of iris, 94.54% correct location of collarette
Bonney, 2004 108 CASIA 1 images and 104 USNA images Pupil correctly isolated in 99.1% of cases, limbic boundary correct in 66.5% of cases
X. Liu, 2005 4249 images 97.08% rank-one recognition
Lili, 2005 2400 images from a CASIA dataset 99.75% accurate
Proenca, 2006 UBIRIS dataset: 1214 good quality images,

663 noisy images.
98.02% accurate on good dataset, 97.88% accurate on noisy dataset

Abhyankar, 2006 1300 images from CASIA 1 and WVU 99.76% accurate
Z. He, 2006 1200 CASIA images 99.6%
X. He, 2006 1200 CASIA images 99.7%
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5.2. Detecting occlusion by eyelids, eyelashes and
specularities

Kong and Zhang [77] present an approach intended to
deal with the presence of eyelashes and specular reflections.
Eyelashes are dealt with as ‘‘separable’’ and ‘‘mixed.’’ Sep-
arable eyelashes can be distinguished against the texture of
the iris, whereas mixed eyelashes present a larger region of
occlusion. A modification of Boles’ method [9] is used in
experiments with 238 images from 48 irises. Results indi-
cate that this approach to accounting for eyelashes and
specular reflections can reduce the EER on this dataset
by as much as 3%.

Huang et al. [64] also propose to consider occlusion by
eyelids, eyelashes, and specular highlights. They extract
edge information based on phase congruency, and use this
to find the probable boundary of ‘‘noise’’ or occlusion
regions. Experiments show that adding the proposed
refinements to a previous algorithm improves the ROC
curve obtained in a recognition experiment using an inter-
nal CASIA dataset of 2,255 images from 306 irises. A later
paper [63] presents similar conclusions. Huang et al. state
that ‘‘[d]ue to the use of infrared light for illumination,
images in the CASIA dataset do not contain specular
reflections. Thus, the proposed method has not been tested
to remove reflection noises’’ [64]. However, it was recently
disclosed that the lack of specularities in the CASIA 1
images is due to intentional editing of the images [18]; the
use of infrared illumination of course does not prevent
the occurrence of specularities.

Bachoo and Tapamo [7] approach the detection of eye-
lash occlusion using the gray-level co-occurrence matrix
(GLCM) pattern analysis technique. The GLCM is com-
puted for 21 · 21 windows of the image using the most sig-
nificant 64 grey levels. A fuzzy C-means algorithm is used
to cluster windows into from 2 to 5 types (skin, eyelash,
sclera, pupil, and iris) based on features of the GLCM.
There are no experimental results in the context of verifica-
tion or recognition of identity. Possible challenges for this
approach are choosing the correct window size and dealing
with windows that have a mixture of types.

Based on the works surveyed in this section, there
appear to be several active open topics in iris image seg-
mentation. One is handling pupillary and limbic bound-
aries that are not well approximated as circles, as can be
the case when the images are acquired ‘‘o!-angle.’’ Another
is dealing with occlusion of the iris region by eyelids, eye-
lashes, and specularities. A third topic is robust segmenta-
tion when subjects are wearing glasses and contact lenses.

6. Analysis and representation of the iris texture

Looking at di!erent approaches to analyzing the texture
of the iris has perhaps been the most popular area of
research in iris biometrics. One body of work e!ectively
looks at using something other than a Gabor filter to pro-
duce a binary representation similar to Daugman’s iris

code. Another body of work looks at using di!erent types
of filters to represent the iris texture with a real-valued fea-
ture vector. This group of approaches is, in this sense, more
like that of Wildes than that of Daugman. A smaller body
of work looks at combinations of these two general catego-
ries of approach. The papers reviewed in this section are
organized into three subsections, corresponding to these
di!erent areas.

6.1. Alternate means to a binary iris code

Many di!erent filters have been suggested for use in fea-
ture extraction. Sun et al. [144] use a Gaussian filter. The
gradient vector field of an iris image is convolved with a
Gaussian filter, yielding a local orientation at each pixel
in the unwrapped template. They quantize the angle into
six bins. (In contrast, Daugman’s method quantizes phase
information into four bins corresponding to the four quad-
rants of the complex plane.) This method was tested using
an internal CASIA dataset of 2255 images and compared
against the author’s implementations of three other meth-
ods. Another paper by the same group [146] presents sim-
ilar ideas.

Ma et al. [92] use a dyadic wavelet transform of a
sequence of 1D intensity signals around the inner part of
the iris to create a binary iris code. Experiments are per-
formed using an internal CASIA dataset representing
2255 images of 306 di!erent eyes from 213 di!erent per-
sons. The proposed method is compared to the authors’
own previous methods and to re-implementations of the
methods of Daugman [33], Wildes [168], and Boles and
Boashash [9], without implementation of eyelid and eyelash
detection. The proposed method is reported to achieve
0.07% equal error rate overall, and 0.09% for comparison
of images acquired with approximately one month time
lapse. An earlier algorithm in this line of work is described
in [93].

Both Chenhong and Zhaoyang [23] and Chou et al. [26]
convolve the iris image with a Laplacian-of-Gaussian filter.
Chenhong and Zhaoyang use this filter to find ‘‘blobs’’ in
the image that are relatively darker than surrounding
regions. An iris code is then constructed based on the pres-
ence or absence of detected blobs at points in the image.
Chou et al. use both derivative-of-Gaussian and Lapla-
cian-of-Gaussian filters to determine if a pixel is a ‘‘step’’
or ‘‘ridge’’ edge, respectively. One measure of the distance
between two iris images is then represented by the ratio of
the number of corresponding pixels at which the edge maps
disagree divided by the number at which they agree. One
motivation for these types of filters is that ‘‘the number
of free filter parameters is only three, and hence they can
be easily determined.’’ They suggest a genetic algorithm
for designing the filter parameters.

Yao et al. [176] use modified log-Gabor filters because
the Log-Gabor filters are ‘‘strictly bandpass filters and
the [Gabor filters] are not.’’ They state that ordinary
Gabor filters would under-represent the high frequency
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components in natural images. It is stated that using the
modified filter improves the EER from 0.36% to 0.28%.

Monro et al. [102] use the discrete cosine transform for
feature extraction. They apply the DCT to overlapping
rectangular image patches rotated 45 degrees from the
radial axis. ‘‘The di!erences between the DCT coe"cients
of adjacent patch vectors are then calculated and a binary
code is generated from their zero crossings.’’ In order to
increase the speed of the matching, the three most discrim-
inating binarized DCT coe"cients are kept, and the
remaining coe"cients discarded.

Three papers [131,129,80] recommend using wavelet
packets rather than standard wavelet transforms. Rydgren
et al. [131] state that ‘‘the wavelet packet approach can be a
good alternative to the standard wavelet transform since it
o!ers a more detailed division of the frequency plane.’’
They consider several di!erent types of wavelets: Haar,
Daubechies, biorthogonal, coiflet, and symlet. It is
reported that ‘‘the performance for the benchmark Gabor
wavelet is so far superior but it is likely that the perfor-
mance of the wavelet packets algorithm can be increased
in the future.’’ The experimental results are based on 82
images from a total of 33 di!erent irises, obtained from
Miles Research. The Miles Research images are not IR-
illuminated, and the size of the database and the nature
of the images may be factors in interpreting the applicabil-
ity of the results. A later paper by the same group [129] uses
the biorthogonal 1.3 wavelet in a 3-level wavelet packet
decomposition. Krichen et al. [80] also consider using
wavelet packets for visible light images. They report that
for their own visible-light dataset, the performance of the
wavelet packets is an improvement over the classical wave-
let approach, but that for the CASIA 1 infrared image
dataset the two methods have more similar performance.

A detailed comparison of seven di!erent filter types is
given by Thornton et al. [156]. They consider the Haar
wavelet, Daubechies wavelet, order three, Coiflet wavelet,
order one, Symlet wavelet, order two, Biorthogonal
wavelet, orders two and two, circular symmetric filters,
and Gabor wavelets. They applied a single bandpass
filter of each type and determined that the Gabor wavelet
gave the best equal error rate. They then tune the parame-
ters of the Gabor filter to optimize performance. They
report that ‘‘Although we conclude that Gabor wavelets
are the most discriminative bandpass filters for iris patterns
among the candidates we considered, we note that the
performance of the Gabor wavelet seems to be highly
dependent upon the parameters that determine its specific
form.’’

The performance of an iris recognition system depends
not only on the filter chosen, but also on the parameters
of the filter and the scales at which the filter is applied.
Huang and Hu [62] present an approach to finding the
‘‘right’’ scale for analysis of iris images. They perform a
wavelet analysis at multiple scales to find zero-crossings
and local extrema and state that ‘‘the appropriate scale
for a wavelet transform is searched for between zero and

six scales by minimizing the Hamming distance of two iris
codes.’’ Experimental results are reported for a small set of
iris images, involving four images each of five people.

Chen et al. [21] do not delve into what type of wavelet to
use, but instead focus on how the output of a wavelet trans-
form is mapped to a binary code. They compare two meth-
ods, ‘‘gradient direction coding with Gray code’’ and
‘‘delta modulation coding.’’ On the CASIA 1 dataset, they
obtain an EER as low as 0.95% with gradient direction
coding and an iris code of 585 bytes. However, this result
is based on only those images that successfully pass the
pre-processing module, and 132 of 756 CASIA 1 images
did not pass the pre-processing module.

Some research has begun to look at ways to account for
non-linear deformations of the iris that occur when the
pupil dilates. Thornton et al. [155] find the maximum a pos-
teriori probability estimate of the parameters of the relative
deformation between a pair of images. They try two meth-
ods for extracting texture information from the image:
wavelet-phase codes and correlation filters. Their algorithm
is tested on the CASIA 1 database and the Carnegie Mel-
lon University database. The results show that estimating
the relative deformation between the two images improves
performance, no matter which database is used, and no
matter whether wavelet-phase codes or correlation filters
are used. Wei et al. [166] model nonlinear iris stretch as a
sum of linear stretch, and a Gaussian deviation term. Their
model also yields an improvement over a simple linear rub-
ber-sheet model.

Other methods of creating a binary iris code are also
presented in the literature. Tisse et al. [158] do their texture
analysis by computing the analytic image. The analytic
image is the sum of the original image signal and the Hil-
bert transform of the original signal. A predefined template
is used to omit the computations at the top and bottom of
the iris region, where eyelid occlusion may occur. Thoonsa-
engngam et al. [152] perform feature extraction by the use
of local histogram equalization and a quotient thresholding
technique. The quotient thresholding technique binarizes
an image so ‘‘that the ratio between foreground and back-
ground of each image, called decision ratio, is maintained.’’
Matching of iris images is done by maximizing the number
of aligned foreground pixels over ‘‘rotating and translating
the template within a range of ±10 degrees and ±10 pixels,
respectively.’’

The performance results reported in many of the papers
in this section and in later sections are very good. Many
papers [21,26,27,53,101,152,154,176] report equal error
rates of less than 1% on the CASIA 1 dataset. Others
[26,27,53,116] report correct recognition rates above 99%
on the same data. However, there are now much larger
and more challenging datasets of unedited images avail-
able. Table 2 shows some reported performance results
for other datasets. The reported performance levels on
the 2255-image CASIA dataset are high; this trend suggests
that there may be a di!erence in di"culty of this dataset as
compared to other datasets.
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6.2. Real-valued feature vectors

Other researchers have also used various wavelets, but
rather than using the output of the wavelet transform to
create a binary feature vector, the output is kept as a
real-valued feature vector and methods other than Ham-
ming distance are used for comparison. An early example
of this is the work by Boles and Boashash [9]. They con-
sider concentric circular bands of the iris region as 1D
intensity signals. A wavelet transform is performed on a
1D signal, and a zero-crossing representation is extracted.
Two dissimilarity functions are considered, one which
‘‘makes a global measurement of the di!erence in energy
between two zero-crossing representations’’ and one which
‘‘compares two representations based on the dimensions of
the rectangular pulses of the zero-crossing representa-
tions.’’ Although the global measurement requires more
computation, it is used because it does not require that
the number of zero-crossings be the same in the two repre-
sentations. Experiments are performed using two di!erent
images of each of two di!erent irises, and it is verified that
images of the same iris yield a smaller dissimilarity value
than images of di!erent irises. This experimental evaluation
is quite modest by current standards.

In [133], Sanchez-Avila and Sanchez-Reillo present an
approach similar to that of Boles and Boashash [9]. They

encode the iris texture by considering a set of 1D signals
from annular regions of the iris, taking a dyadic wavelet
transform of each signal, and finding zero-crossings. The
Euclidean distance on the original feature values, the Ham-
ming distance on the binarization of the feature values, and
a distance measure more directly related to the zero-cross-
ing representation are compared. Their later paper [134]
compares their approach with a Daugman-like iris code
approach. They experiment with a database of images from
50 people, and thus 100 irises, with at least 30 images of
each iris. The images were acquired over an 11-month
period. They find that the Daugman-like approach, using
Gabor filtering and iris codes, achieves better performance
than the zero-crossings approach with two of their distance
measures. But the zero-crossings approach with binary
Hamming distance measure achieves even slightly higher
performance. They also report that the zero-crossings
based approaches are faster than the Daugman-like
approach.

Several other researchers have tried using wavelet trans-
forms to create real feature vectors. Alim and Sharkas [4]
try four di!erent methods: Gabor phase coe"cients, a his-
togram of phase coe"cients, a four- and six-level decompo-
sition of the Daubechies wavelet, and a discrete cosine
transform (DCT). The output of each feature extraction
method is then used to train a neural network. The best
performance, at 96% recognition, was found with the
DCT and a neural network with 50 input neurons and 10
hidden neurons. Jang et al. [70] use Daubechies wavelet
transform to compose the image into subbands. The mean,
variance, standard deviation, and energy from the gray-
level histogram of the subbands are used as feature vectors.
They tested two di!erent matching algorithms and con-
cluded that a support vector machine method worked bet-
ter than simple Euclidean distance. Gan and Liang [51] use
Daubechies-4 wavelet packet decomposition but use
weighted Euclidean distance for matching.

There are statistical methods that can be used either as
an alternative or supplement to wavelets for feature extrac-
tion. Huang et al. [65] used independent component analy-
sis (ICA) for feature extraction. Dorairaj et al. [40]
experiment with both principal component analysis
(PCA) and independent component analysis (ICA). How-
ever, unlike Huang et al., they apply PCA and ICA to
the entire iris region rather than small windows of the iris
region.

In addition to looking at a Daubechies discrete wavelet
transform (DWT), Son et al. [141] try three di!erent statis-
tical methods: principal component analysis (PCA), linear
discriminant analysis (LDA), and direct linear discriminant
analysis (DLDA). They try five di!erent combinations:
DWT + PCA, LDA, DWT + LDA, DLDA, and
DWT + DLDA. For the matching step, they try two di!er-
ent classification techniques, support vector machines and
nearest neighbor approach. The combination that worked
the best was using the two-dimensional Daubechies wavelet
transform to extract iris features, direct linear discriminant

Table 2
Reported recognition results

First author, year Size of database Results

Alim, 2004 [4] Not given 96.17%
Jang, 2004 [70] 1694 images including

160 w/glasses and
11 w/contact lenses

99.1%

Krichen, 2004 [80] 700 visible-light
images

FAR/FRR: 0%/
0.57%

Liu, 2005 [87] 4249 images 97.08%
Ma, 2002 [94] 1088 images 99.85%, FAR/FRR:

0.1/0.83
Ma, 2003 [91] 2255 images 99.43%, FAR/FRR:

0.1/0.97
Ma, 2004 [93] 2255 images 99.60%, EER: 0.29%
Ma, 2004 [92] 2255 images 100%, EER: 0.07%
Monro, 2007 [102] 2156 CASIA images

and 2955 U. of Bath
images

100%

Proenca, 2007 [122] 800 ICE images EER: 1.03%
Rossant, 2005 [129] 149 images 100%
Rydgren, 2004 [131] 82 images 100%
Sanchez-Reillo, 2001 [136] 200+ images 98.3%, EER: 3.6%
Son, 2004 [141] 1200 images, (600 used

for training)
99.4%

Sun, 2004 [144,146] 2255 images 100%
Takano, 2004 [150] Images from 10 people FAR/FRR: 0%/26%
Thornton, 2006 [154] CMU database, 2000+

images
EER: 0.23

Thornton, 2007 [155] CMU database, 2000+
images

EER: 0.39%

Tisse, 2002 [158] 300+ images FAR/FRR: 0%/11%
Yu, 2006 [181] 1016 images 99.74%
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analysis to reduce the dimensionality of the feature vector,
and support-vector-machines for matching.

Ma et al. [91] use a variant of the Gabor filter at two
scales to analyze the iris texture. They use Fisher’s linear
discriminant to reduce the original 1536 features from the
Gabor filters to a feature vector of size 200. Their experi-
mental results show that the proposed method performs
nearly as well as their implementation of Daugman’s algo-
rithm, and is a statistically significant improvement over
other algorithms they use for comparison. The experimen-
tal results are presented using ROC curves, with 95% con-
fidence intervals shown on the graphs.

Another group to try linear discriminant analysis is Chu
et al. [27]. They use LPCC and LDA for extracting iris fea-
tures. LPCC (Linear Prediction Cepstral Coe"cients) is an
algorithm that is commonly used for extracting features in
speech signals. For matching, they use a probabilistic neu-
ral network with particle swarm optimization. Another
paper by the same authors [20] presents similar results
but gives more detail about the neural network used.

Some of the papers in the literature report unique meth-
ods of feature extraction that do not follow the major
trends. Takano et al. [150] avoid using any type of trans-
form and instead essentially uses the normalized iris image
as the feature vector, inputting a normalized 120 · 25 pixel
r-h image to a ‘‘rotation spreading neural network.’’ Ives
et al. [69] create a normalized histogram of pixel values
for the segmented iris region. A close match between the
probe histogram and the enrolled histogram allows verifi-
cation of identity. One motivation for this approach is that
the histogram matching avoids the need for rotating the iris
code, and so may allow faster recognition. However, the
reported EER from experiments on the CASIA 1 dataset
is 14%. Gu et al. [53] use a steerable pyramid to decompose
an iris image into a set of subbands. Then a fractal dimen-
sion estimator is applied in each resulting image subband,
yielding a set of features that measure self-similarity on a
band-by-band basis. Hosseini et al. [61] use a shape analy-
sis technique. Sample shapes detected in the iris are repre-
sented using radius-vector functions and support functions.

Miyazawa et al. [101] apply a band-limited phase-only
correlation approach to iris matching. This method com-
putes a function of the 2D discrete Fourier transforms of
two images. For a matching score, they use the maximum
peak value of this function within an 11 by 11 window cen-
tered at the origin.

Yu et al. [181] divide an iris image into 16 sub-images,
each of size 32 · 32. A set of 32 ‘‘key points’’ are found in
each sub-image. These are the maximum values in each of
the filtered versions of the sub-image, where 2D Gabor fil-
ters are used. The center of mass of the key points within
the subimage is found. The feature vector derived from
the iris pattern is a set of relative distances from the
key points to the center of mass, in this case
32 · 16 = 512 distance values. The Euclidean distance
between two feature vectors is used as a measure of dis-
similarity between two irises.

6.3. Combination of feature types

One group of work investigates combining information
from two di!erent types of feature vectors. For example,
Sun et al. [145,147] propose a ‘‘cascaded’’ system in which
the first stage is a traditional Daugman-like classifier. If the
similarity between irises is above a high threshold, then ver-
ification is accepted. Otherwise, if similarity is below a low
threshold, then verification is rejected. If the similarity is
between thresholds, then the decision is passed to a second
classifier that looks at ‘‘global’’ features—areas enclosed by
zero-crossing boundaries. Sun et al. [143] later present a
better global classifier. They investigate analyzing the iris
features using local binary patterns (LBP) organized into
a simple graph structure. The region of the normalized iris
image nearer the pupil is divided into 32 blocks, 16 rows of
2, and a LBP histogram is computed for each block.
Matching of two images is done by matching (the LBP his-
togram of) corresponding blocks, subject to a threshold, so
that the matching score of two images is from 0 to 32. The
fusion of results from this method in combination with the
results from either Daugman’s [29] or Ma’s [92] methods
gives an improvement in performance.

Zhang et al. [182] also describe a system that encodes
both ‘‘global’’ and ‘‘local’’ texture information using a
log Gabor wavelet filter. The global features are intended
to be invariant to iris rotation and small errors in localiza-
tion. The local features are essentially the normal iris code.
Unlike Sun et al. [147], Zhang et al. consider global fea-
tures first, and then the local features.

Two other groups, Vatsa et al. [162] and Park and Lee
[114] both present systems that use two types of feature vec-
tors. Vatsa et al. [162] uses a typical Daugman-style iris code
as a textural feature. A topological feature is obtained by
using the high-order four bits of an iris image to create binary
templates for the image, finding connected components, and
computing theEuler number of each template, ‘‘which repre-
sents the di!erence between the number of connected com-
ponents and the number of holes.’’ The feature vector is
then the Euler numbers from the four templates. Park and
Lee [114] use a directional filter bank to decompose the iris
image.One feature vector is computed as the binarized direc-
tional sub-band outputs at various scales. A second feature
vector is computed as the block-wise normalized directional
energy values. Thus a person is enrolled into the system with
two types of feature vectors. Recognition is then done by
matching each independently, and combining the results.
Experiments show that the combination of the two is more
powerful than either alone.

It is clear that researchers have considered a wide variety
of possible filters for analyzing iris textures, including log-
Gabor, Laplacian-of-Gaussian, Haar, Daubechies, discrete
cosine transform, bi-orthogonal and others. Considering
the results reviewed here, there is no consensus on which
types of filters give the best performance. Table 3 summa-
rizes some of the varying conclusions reached in di!erent
studies. Variation in results may be due to the same general
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filter being used with di!erent parameters in di!erent stud-
ies, to using di!erent image datasets, and/or to interactions
with di!erent segmentation and matching modules. We
also note that even though a number of papers make exper-
imental comparisons, very little e!ort is made to test the
observed di!erence in performance for statistical
significance.

7. Matching iris representations

Papers surveyed in this section are categorized into four
subsections. First, there are a number of papers showing
that performance can be improved by using multiple
images to enroll an iris. Second, there are several papers
that suggest that the part of the iris closer to the pupil
may be more useful than that closer to the sclera. Third,
there are a few papers that look at an ‘‘indexing’’ step to
select a subset of enrolled irises to match against for recog-
nition, and ignore the others. Lastly, there are several
authors who have contributed to developing a theory of
decision-making in the context of binary iris codes.

7.1. Multi-image iris enrollment

In biometrics in general, it has been found that using
multiple samples for enrollment and comparing the probe
to multiple gallery samples will result in improved perfor-
mance [13,19,120]. Several papers show that this is also true
for iris recognition. Du [42] performs experiments using
one, two, and three images to enroll a given iris. The result-
ing rank-one recognition rates are 98.5%, 99.5%, and
99.8%, respectively. Liu and Xie [86] present an algorithm
that uses direct linear discriminant analysis (DLDA). In
testing their algorithm on 1200 images from the CASIA 2
dataset, they show that recognition performance for their
algorithm increases dramatically in going from two train-
ing samples per iris to four training samples, and then
incrementally from 4 to 8, and 8 to 10. They also present
an experiment comparing four wavelet bases; they find lit-
tle di!erence between them, with the Haar wavelet per-
forming at least as well as the others.

Algorithms that use multiple training samples to enroll
an image must decide how to combine the scores from
multiple comparisons. In 2003, Ma et al. [91] suggested
analyzing multiple images and keeping the best-quality

image. In their 2004 paper [92], they state that ‘‘when
matching the input feature vector with the three templates
of a class, the average of the three scores is taken as the
final matching distance.’’ Krichen et al. [78] represent each
subject in the gallery with three images, so that ‘‘for each
client and for each test image, we keep the minimum value
of its similarity measure to the three references [images] of
the client.’’ The use of the min operation to fuse a set of
similarity scores, as opposed to the use of the average in
[92] just above, is generally more appropriate when there
may be large ‘‘outlier’’ type errors in the scores. Schmid
et al. [138] also assume that multiple scans of an iris are
available. Their ‘‘baseline’’ form of multi-sample matching
is to use the average Hamming distance. This is compared
to using a log-likelihood ratio, and it is found that, in many
cases, the log-likelihood ratio outperforms the average
Hamming distance.

Some groups use multiple enrollment images not merely
to improve performance, but because their ideas or chosen
techniques require multiple images. Hollingsworth et al.
[60] acquire multiple iris codes from the same eye and eval-
uate which bits are the most consistent bits in the iris code.
They suggest masking the inconsistent bits in the iris code
to improve performance. Many classifier techniques
require multiple images for training a classifier. Roy and
Bhattacharya [130] use six images of each iris to train a
support vector machine.Thornton et al. [153,154] use a
set of training images for designing a correlation filter.
They compare their method to a Gabor wavelet encoding
method, PCA, and normalized correlation, and conclude
that correlation filters outperform the other methods. Abh-
yankar et al. [1] use multi-image enrollment specifically to
tackle the problem of o!-angle images. They work with a
dataset of 202 irises. From an original straight-on image,
twenty synthetic o!-angle images are generated, represent-
ing between 0 and 60 degrees o!-angle. Seven of the 20
images are randomly selected and used for training a bi-
orthogonal wavelet network, and the other 13 images are
used for testing. It is reported that ‘‘for an angle up to 42
degrees o!set, all the templates were recognized correctly.’’

7.2. Matching sub-regions of the iris

Several authors have chosen to omit part of the iris
region near the limbic boundary from their analysis

Table 3
Results of selected filter comparisons

First author, year Operation found to perform the best Compared to

Alim, 2004 Discrete cosine transform 32 Gabor phase coe"cients or Daubechies
Du, 2006 2D log-Gabor 1D log-Gabor
Krichen, 2004 Wavelet packets Gabor wavelets
Liu, 2006 Haar, Biorthogonal-1.1 Daubechies, Rbio3.1
Rydgren, 2004 Gabor wavelets Wavelet packets, Haar wavelets, Daubechies, Biorthogonal, and others
Sun, 2004 Robust direction estimation Gabor filter, quadratic spline wavelet, and discrete Haar wavelet
Thornton, 2005 Correlation filters 1D log-Gabor and 2D Gabor
Thornton, 2007 Gabor wavelets Haar, Daubechies, Coiflet, Symlet, Biorthogonal, Circular Symmetric
Yao, 2006 Modified log-Gabor Complex Gabor filters used by Daugman
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[158,93,101]. The motivation may be to avoid possible
occlusion by the eyelids and eyelashes, or the idea that the
structures near the pupillary boundary are inherently more
discriminatory. Sanchez-Reillo and Sanchez-Avila [136]
detect iris boundaries using an integro-di!erential type
operator and then divide the iris into four portions (top,
bottom, left and right) and the top and bottom portions
are discarded due to possible occlusion. Ma et al. [94] chose
a di!erent part of the iris. They use the three-quarters of the
iris region closest to the pupil. They then look at feature
representation using ‘‘a circular symmetric filter (CSF)
which is developed on the basis of Gabor filters’’ [94].

Du et al. [43] study the accuracy of iris recognition when
only part of the image is available. With respect to the par-
tial iris image analysis, they conclude that ‘‘these experi-
mental results support the conjecture that a more
distinguishable and individually more unique signal is
found in the inner rings of the iris. As one traverses to
the limbic boundary of the iris, the pattern becomes less
defined, and ultimately less useful in determining identity’’
[43]. A similar paper by Du et al. [44] concludes that ‘‘a
partial iris image can be used for human identification
using rank 5 or rank 10 systems.’’

Pereira et al. [116] look at using all possible combinations
of five out of ten concentric bands of the iris region. They find
that using the combination of bands 2, 3, 4, 5, and 7 gives the
largest decidability value. The bands are numbered from
the pupillary boundary out to the limbic boundary, and so
the region that they find to perform well is the part close to
the pupil. This analysis is done using a simple segmentation
of the iris region as two circles that are not necessarily con-
centric. Therefore, it is possible that band 1, the innermost
band,was a!ected by inaccuracies in the pupillary boundary,
and that bands 8, 9, and 10 were a!ected by segmentation
problems with eyelashes and eyelids. As a follow-up to this
initial idea, they [117] look at dividing the iris into a greater
number of concentric bands and using a genetic algorithm
to determine which bands to use in the iris matching.

Proenca et al. [122] designed a recognition algorithm
based on the assumption that noise (e.g., specularities,
occlusion) is localized in one particular region of the iris
image. Like Sanchez-Reillo and Sanchez-Avila [136], Pro-
enca et al. divide the iris into four regions: top, bottom,
left, and right. They also look at the inner half of the iris
and the outer half of the iris. However, rather than simply
omitting parts of the iris, they compare all six sections of
the iris in a probe to the corresponding section of the iris
image from the gallery to get six similarity scores. They
experimentally determine six di!erent thresholds. If one
of the similarity scores is less than the smallest threshold,
or if two scores are less than the second smallest threshold,
etc., then the comparison is judged to be a correct match.

7.3. ‘‘Indexing’’ in recognition matching

Several researchers have looked at possible ways of
quickly screening out some iris images from passing on

to a more computationally expensive matching step. Qui
et al. [127] divide irises into categories based on discrimina-
tive visual features which they call iris-textons. They use a
K-means algorithm to determine which category an iris
falls into, and achieve a correct classification rate of 95%
into their five categories. Yu et al. [178] compute fractal
dimension of an upper region and a lower region of the iris
image, and use two thresholds to classify the iris into one of
four categories. Using a small number of classification
rules, they are able to achieve a 98% correct classification
of 872 images from 436 irises into the four categories.

Ganeshan et al. [52] propose a very simple test to screen
images using correlation of a Laplacian-of-Gaussian filter
at four scales. They state that an ‘‘intermediate step in iris
identification is determination of the ratio of limbus diam-
eter to pupil diameter for both irises. If the two irises
match, the next step is determination of the correlation. . .’’
Experimental results are shown for images from just two
persons, and this test will likely encounter problems when-
ever conditions change so as to a!ect pupil dilation
between image acquisitions.

Fu et al. [50] argue for what is termed ‘‘artificial color
filtering.’’ Here, ‘‘artificial color’’ is something ‘‘attributed
to the object using data obtained through measurements
employing multiple overlapping spectral sensitivity
curves.’’ Observations at di!erent points in the iris image
are converted to a binary match/non-match of artificial
color, and the number of matches is used as a measure of
gross similarity. It is suggested that this approach may be
useful, ‘‘especially when used in conjunction with the
much-better-developed spatial pattern recognition of
irises.’’ However, this approach may not be compatible
with the current generation of iris imaging devices.

7.4. Statistical analysis of iris-code matching

A key concept of Daugman’s approach to iris biometrics
is the linking of the Hamming distance to a confidence limit
for a match decision. The texture computations going into
the iris code are not all statistically independent of each
other. But given the Hamming distance distributions for
a large number of true matches and a large number of true
non-matches, the distributions can be fit with a binomial
curve to find the e!ective number of degrees of freedom.
The e!ective number of degrees of freedom then allows
the calculation of a confidence limit for a match of two iris
codes.

Daugman and Downing [36] describe an experiment to
determine the statistical variability of iris patterns. Their
experiment evaluates 2.3 million comparisons between dif-
ferent iris pairs. The mean Hamming distance between two
di!erent irises is 0.499, with a standard deviation of 0.032.
This distribution closely follows a binomial distribution
with 244 degrees of freedom. The distribution of Hamming
distances for the comparisons between the left and right
irises of the same person is found to be not statistically
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significantly di!erent from the distribution of comparisons
between di!erent persons.

Daugman’s 2003 paper [32] presents similar results as
[36], but with a larger dataset of 9.1 million iris code
matches. This number of matches could derive from
matching each of a set of just over 3000 iris images against
all others. The match data are shown to be fit reasonably
well by a binomial distribution with p = 0.5 and 249
degrees of freedom. Figs. 9 and 10 of [32] compare the per-
formance of iris recognition under ‘‘less favourable condi-
tions (images acquired by di!erent camera platforms)’’ and
under ‘‘ideal (indeed, artificial) conditions.’’ The important
point in this comparison is that variation in camera, light-
ing, and camera-to-subject distance can degrade recogni-
tion performance. This supports the idea that one major
research theme in iris biometrics is or should be the perfor-
mance under less-than-ideal imaging conditions.

Bolle et al. [11] approach the problem of analytic mod-
eling of the ‘‘individuality’’ of the iris texture as a biomet-
ric. Following on concepts developed by Daugman, they
consider the probability of bit values in an iris code and
the Hamming distance between iris codes to develop an
analytical model of the false reject rate and false accept
rate as a function of the probability p if a bit in the iris
code being ‘flipped’ due to noise. The model predicts that
‘‘the iris FAR performance is relatively stable and is not
a!ected by p’’ and that ‘‘the theoretical FRR accuracy
performance degrades rapidly when the bit flip rate p
increases.’’ They also indicate that the ‘‘FAR performance
predicted by the foregoing analytical model is in excellent
agreement with the empirical numbers reported by
Daugman.’’

Kong et al. [76] present an analysis to show that ‘‘the iris
code is a clustering algorithm,’’ in the sense of using a ‘‘cosine
measure to assign an image patch to one of the prototypes.’’
They propose using a finer-grain coding of the texture, and
give a brief discussion of the basis for the imposter distribu-
tion being represented as binomial. There are no experimen-
tal results of image segmentation or iris matching.

8. Iris biometrics evaluations and databases

There have been few publicly-accessible, large-scale
evaluations of iris biometrics technology. There are, as
already described, a number of papers that compare a pro-
posed algorithm to ‘‘Daugman’s algorithm.’’ However, this
generally means a comparison to a particular re-implemen-
tation of Daugman’s algorithm as described in his earliest
publications. Thus the ‘‘Daugman’s algorithm’’ used for
comparison purposes in two di!erent papers may not be
exactly the same algorithm and may not give the same per-
formance on the same dataset. There are also, as men-
tioned earlier, many research papers that compare
di!erent texture filters in a relatively controlled manner.
However, the datasets used in such experiments have gen-
erally been small relative to what is needed to draw conclu-
sions about statistical significance of observed di!erences,

and often the experimental structure confounds issues of
image segmentation and texture analysis.

As one example of a research-level comparison of algo-
rithms, Vatsa et al. [161] implemented and compared four
algorithms. They looked at Daugman’s method [31];
Ma’s algorithm which uses circularly-symmetric filters to
capture local texture information and create a feature vec-
tor [94]; Sanchez-Avila’s algorithm based on zero-crossings
[37]; and Tisse’s algorithm which uses emergent frequency
and instantaneous phase [158]. A comparison of the four
algorithms, using the CASIA 1 database, showed that
Daugman’s algorithm performed the best with 99.90%
accuracy, then Ma’s algorithm with 98.00%, Avila’s with
97.89%, and Tisse’s algorithm with 89.37%.

A widely-publicized evaluation of biometric technology
done by the International Biometric Group in 2004 and
2005 [66] had a specific and limited focus: ‘‘The scenario
test evaluated enrollment and matching software from Irid-
ian and acquisition devices from LG, OKI, and Panasonic’’
[66]. Iris samples were acquired from 1224 individuals, 458
of whom participated in data acquisition again at a second
session several weeks after the first. The report gives failure
to enroll (FTE) rates for the three systems evaluated, where
‘‘FTE was defined as the proportion of enrollment transac-
tions in which zero [irises] were enrolled. Enrollment of one
or both [irises] was considered to be a successful enroll-
ment.’’ The report also gives false match rates (FMR)
and false non-match rates (FNMR) for enrollment with
one system and recognition with the same or another sys-
tem. One conclusion is that ‘‘cross-device equal error rates,
while higher than intra-device error rates, were robust.’’
With respect to the errors encountered in the evaluation,
it is reported that ‘‘errors were not distributed evenly
across test subjects. Certain test subjects were more prone
than others to FTA, FTE, and genuine matching errors
such as FNMR.’’ It is also reported that ‘‘one test subject
was unable to enroll any [irises] whatsoever.’’ Some of
these high-level patterns in the overall results may be rep-
resentative of what would happen in general application
of iris biometrics.

Authenti-Corp released a report in 2007 [6] that evalu-
ates three commercial iris recognition systems in the con-
text of three main questions: (1) What are the realistic
error rates and transaction times for various commercial
iris recognition products? (2) Are ISO-standard iris images
interchangeable (interoperable) between products? (3)
What is the influence of o!-axis user presentation on the
ability of iris recognition products to acquire and recognize
iris images? The experimental dataset for this report
included about 29,000 images from over 250 persons. The
report includes a small, controlled o!-axis experiment in
addition to the main, large scenario evaluation, and notes
that ‘‘the current generation of iris recognition products
is designed for operational scenarios where the eyes are
placed in an optimal position relative to the product’s cam-
era to obtain ideal on-axis eye alignment.’’ The data collec-
tion for the experiment includes a time lapse of up to six
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weeks, and the report finds that this level of time lapse does
not have a measurable influence on performance. The
report also notes that, across the products tested, there is
a tradeo! between speed and accuracy, with higher accu-
racy requiring longer transaction times.

A di!erent sort of iris technology program, the Iris
Challenge Evaluation (ICE), was conducted under the aus-
pices of the National Institute of Standards and Technol-
ogy (NIST) [110]: ‘‘The ICE 2005 is a technology
development project for iris recognition. The ICE 2006 is
the first large-scale, open, independent technology evalua-
tion for iris recognition. The primary goals of the ICE pro-
jects are to promote the development and advancement of
iris recognition technology and assess its state-of-the-art
capability. The ICE projects are open to academia, indus-
try, and research institutes.’’ The initial report from the
ICE 2006 evaluation is now available [118], as well as
results from ICE 2005 [110].

One way in which the ICE di!ers from other programs is
that it makes source code and data sets for iris biometrics
available to the research community. As part of ICE,
source code for a baseline Daugman-like iris biometrics
system and a dataset of approximately 3000 iris images
had been distributed to over 40 research groups by early
2006. The ICE 2005 results that were presented in early
2006 compared self-reported results from nine di!erent
research groups [110] (Fig. 8). Participants included groups
from industry and from academia, and from several di!er-
ent countries. The groups that participated in ICE 2005 did
not all submit descriptions of their algorithms, but presen-
tations by three of the groups, Cambridge University,
Tohoku University, and Iritech, Inc., are online at http://
iris.nist.gov/ice/presentations.htm.

Iris images for the ICE program were acquired using an
LG 2200 system, with the ability to save raw images that
would not ordinarily pass the built-in quality checks. Thus
this evaluation seeks to investigate performance using

images of less-than-ideal quality. The ICE 2006 evaluation
was based on 59,558 images from 240 subjects, with a time
lapse of one year for some data. A large di!erence in exe-
cution time was observed for the iris biometrics systems
participating in ICE 2006, with a factor of 50 di!erence
in speed between the three systems whose performance is
included in the report. The ICE 2006 report is combined
with the Face Recognition Vendor Test (FRVT) 2006
report, and includes face and iris results for the same set
of people [118].

In [108], Newton and Phillips compare the findings of
the evaluations by NIST, Authenticorp, and the Interna-
tional Biometrics Group [66,6,110]. They note that all three
tests ‘‘produced consistent results and demonstrate repeat-
ability.’’ The evaluations may have produced similar results
because most of the algorithms were based on Daugman’s
work, and Daugman-based algorithms dominate the mar-
ket. The best performers in all three evaluations achieved
a false non-match rate of about 0.01 at a false match rate
of 0.001.

A new competition, the Noisy Iris Challenge Evaluation
(NICE) [121], scheduled for 2008, focuses exclusively on
the segmentation and noise detection stages of iris recogni-
tion. This competition will use data from a second version
of the UBIRIS database. This data contains noisy images
which are intended to simulate less constrained imaging
environments.

8.1. Iris image databases

Table 4 summarizes information on a number of iris
datasets. The CASIA version 1 database [17] contains
756 iris images from 108 Chinese subjects. As mentioned
earlier, the images were edited to make the pupil a circular
region of constant intensity. CASIA’s website says, ‘‘In
order to protect our intellectual property rights in the
design of our iris camera (especially the NIR illumination

Fig. 8. Results of the Iris Challenge Evaluation 2005.
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scheme), the pupil regions of all iris images in CASIA V1.0
were automatically detected and replaced with a circular
region of constant intensity to mask out the specular reflec-
tions from the NIR illuminators.’’ Some of the original
unmodified images are now available, as a subset of the
22,051-image CASIA version 3 dataset. Fig. 9 shows an
example image pair from CASIA 1 and CASIA 3. The
CASIA 3 dataset is apparently distinct from a 2255-image
dataset used in various publications by the CASIA research
group [64,94,91–93,144,146].

The iris image datasets used in the Iris Challenge Eval-
uations (ICE) in 2005 and 2006 [110] were acquired at
the University of Notre Dame, and contain iris images of
a wide range of quality, including some o!-axis images.
The ICE 2005 database is currently available, and the lar-
ger ICE 2006 database should soon be released. One unu-
sual aspect of these images is that the intensity values are
automatically contrast-stretched by the LG 2200 to use
171 gray levels between 0 and 255. A histogram of the gray
values in the image used in Fig. 1 is given in Fig. 10.

One common challenge that iris recognition needs to
handle is that of a subject wearing contacts. Soft contact
lenses often cover the entire iris, but hard contacts are gen-
erally smaller, so the edge of the contact may obscure the
texture of the iris as in Fig. 11. There are some contacts

that have the brand of the lens or other information
printed on them. For example, Fig. 12 shows a contact
with a small ‘‘AV’’ (for the AccuVue brand) printed on
it. People wearing glasses also present a challenge. Di"cul-
ties include severe specular reflections, dirt on the lenses,
and optical distortion of the iris. Also, segmentation algo-
rithms can confuse the rims of the glasses with the bound-
aries of the iris.

8.1.1. Synthetic iris images
Large iris image datasets are essential for evaluating the

performance of iris biometrics systems. This issue has moti-
vated research in generating iris images synthetically. How-
ever, the recent introduction of datasets with thousands to
tens of thousands of real iris images (e.g., [17,110,160]) may
decrease the level of interest in creating and using synthetic
iris image datasets.

Lefohn et al. [83] consider the methods used by ocular-
ists to make realistic-looking artificial eyes, and mimic
these methods through computer graphics. Cui et al. [28]
generate synthetic iris images by using principal component
analysis (PCA) on a set of real iris images to generate an
‘‘iris space.’’ Wecker et al. [165] generate synthetic images
through combinations of real images. As they point out,
‘‘very little work has been done on verifying synthetic

Fig. 9. Picture 001_1_1.bmp (left) is one of the edited images from CASIA 1. Picture S1143R01.jpg from CASIA 3 (right) is the unedited image.

Table 4
Iris databases

Database Number of
irises

Number of
images

Camera used How to obtain

CASIA 1 [17] 108 756 CASIA camera Download application: www.cbsr.ia.ac.cn/Databases.htm
CASIA 3 [17] 1500 22,051 CASIA camera & OKI irispass-h Download application: www.cbsr.ia.ac.cn/Databases.htm
ICE2005 [109] 244 2953 LG2200 E-mail ice@nist.gov
ICE2006 [109] 480 60,000 LG2200 E-mail ice@nist.gov
MMU1 [103] 90 450 LG IrisAccess Download from pesona.mmu.edu.my/~ccteo/
MMU2 [103] 199 995 Panasonic BM-ET100US

Authenticam
E-mail ccteo@mmu.edu.my

UBIRIS [123] 241 1877 Nikon E5700 Download from iris.di.ubi.pt
U of Bath

[160]
800 16,000 ISG LightWise LW-1.3-S-1394 Fax application. See www.bath.ac.uk/elec-eng/research/sipg/

irisweb/
UPOL [39] 128 384 SONY DXC-950P 3CCD Download from www.inf.upol.cz/iris
WVU 488 3099 OKI irispass-h E-mail arun.ross@mail.wvu.edu
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biometrics.’’ Makthal and Ross [95] present an approach
based on using Markov random fields and samples of mul-
tiple real iris images. Yanushkevich et al. [175] discuss syn-
thetic iris image generation in terms of ‘‘assembly’’
approaches that involve the use of a library of primitives
(e.g., collarette designs) and ‘‘transformation’’ approaches

that involve deformation or rearrangement of texture
information from an input iris picture. Zuo and Schmid
[184] present a relatively complex model for generating syn-
thetic iris images. It involves 3D fibers generated based on
13 parameters, projection onto a 2D image space, addition
of a collarette e!ect, blurring, Gaussian noise, eyelids,
pupil, and eyelash e!ects. They note that: ‘‘since synthetic
images are known to introduce a bias that is impossible
to predict, the data have to be used with caution.’’

Subjective examination of example synthetic images cre-
ated in these various works suggests that they often seem to
have a more regular iris texture than is the case with real
iris images, and to lack the coarser-scale structure that
appears in some real iris images. Often there are no specu-
lar highlights in the pupil region, no shadows, no highlights
from inter-reflections, and e!ectively uniform focus across
the image. Real iris images tend to exhibit all of these
e!ects to some degree.

9. Applications and systems

This section is divided into two subsections. The first
subsection deals with various issues that arise in using iris
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Fig. 10. Histogram of an image acquired by LG 2200, using 171 of 256 intensity levels.

Fig. 11. Image of an eye with a hard contact lens.

Fig. 12. An iris overlaid by a contact lens with printed text ‘‘AV.’’
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biometrics as part of a larger system or application. Such
issues include implementing iris biometrics in hardware
or on a smartcard, detecting attempts to ‘‘spoof’’ an iden-
tity, and dealing with identity theft through ‘‘cancelable
biometrics.’’ The second section covers descriptions of
some commercial systems and products that use iris
biometrics.

9.1. Application implementation issues

In any setting where security is important, there is the
possibility that an imposter may try to gain unauthorized
access. Consider the following type of ‘‘identity theft’’ sce-
nario. An imposter acquires an image of a Jane Doe’s iris
and uses the image, or the iris code extracted from the
image, to be authenticated as Jane Doe. With a plain bio-
metric system, it is impossible for Jane Doe to stop the
imposter from masquerading as her. However, if a system
used a ‘‘cancelable’’ iris biometric, it would be possible to
revoke a previous enrollment and re-enroll a person [10].
Chong et al. [25] propose a method of creating a ‘‘cancel-
able’’ iris biometric. Their particular scheme works by
‘‘multiplying training images with the user-specific random
kernel in the frequency domain before biometric filter is
created.’’ The random kernel could be envisioned to be
provided by a smartcard or USB token that is issued at
time of enrollment. An imposter could still compromise
the system by obtaining an iris image and the smartcard,
but the smartcard could be canceled and re-issued in order
to stop the identity theft. Chin et al. [24] also study cancel-
able biometrics, proposing a method that combines an iris
code and an assigned pseudo-random number.

Another security measure that would make it more dif-
ficult for an imposter to steal an identity would be to incor-
porate some method of liveness detection in the system, to
detect whether or not the iris being imaged is that of a real,
live eye. Lee et al. [81] use collimated infrared illuminators
and take additional images to check for the specular high-
lights that appear in live irises. The specular highlights are
those from ‘‘Purkinje images’’ that result from specular
reflections from the outer surface of the cornea, the inner
surface of the cornea, the outer surface of the lens, and
the inner surface of the lens. Experiments are performed
with thirty persons, ten without glasses or contact lenses,
ten with contact lenses, and ten with glasses.

Di!erent implementations of iris biometrics systems
may require di!erent levels of security and di!erent hard-
ware support. Sanchez-Reillo et al. [137] discuss the prob-
lem of adjusting the size of the iris code to correspond to a
particular level of security. It is assumed that the false
acceptance rate for iris biometrics is essentially zero, and
that varying the length of the iris code will lead to di!erent
false rejection rates. Sanchez-Reillo [135] also discusses the
development of a ‘‘smart card’’ that can perform the veri-
fication of a biometric template. Speaker recognition, hand
geometry, and iris biometrics are compared in this context,
and the limitations of hosting these biometrics onto an

open operating system smartcard are discussed. Liu-Jime-
nez et al. [89,90] implement the algorithms for feature
extraction and for matching two iris codes on a Field Pro-
grammable Gate Array (FPGA). It is stated that this
implementation ‘‘reduces the computational time by more
than 200%, as the matching processes a word of the feature
vector at the same time the feature extraction block is pro-
cessing the following word’’ [90].

Ives et al. [68] explore the e!ects of compression on iris
images used for biometrics. They refer to storage of the iris
image; the iris code used for recognition only requires 256
bytes of space in Daugman’s algorithm. It appears that
some iris images, after being compressed, may result in fre-
quent false rejects. The overall conclusion was that ‘‘iris
database storage could be reduced in size, possibly by a fac-
tor of 20 or even higher.’’

Qiu et al. [126] consider the problem of predicting the
ethnicity of a person from their iris image. The ethnic clas-
sification considered is (Asian, non-Asian). An Adaboost
ensemble, apparently using a decision tree base classifier,
is able to achieve 86.5% correct classification on the test
set, having selected 6 out of the 480 possible features. Tho-
mas et al. [151] demonstrated the ability to predict a per-
son’s gender by looking at their iris. Using an ensemble
of decision trees, they developed a classification model that
achieved close to 80% accuracy. These works point out a
possible privacy issue arising with iris biometrics, in that
information might be obtained about a person other than
simply whether their identity claim is true or false.

Bringer et al. [14] demonstrate a technique for using iris
biometrics in a cryptography setting. Typically, crypto-
graphic applications demand highly accurate and consis-
tent keys, but two samples from the same biometric are
rarely identical. Bringer et al. use a technique called itera-
tive min-sum decoding for error correction on a biometric
signal. They test their error-tolerant authentication method
on irises from the ICE database and show that their
method approaches the theoretical lower limits for the false
accept and false reject rates. Hao, Anderson, and Daug-
man [55] also e!ectively used an iris biometric signal to
generate a cryptographic key. Their method uses Hadam-
ard and Reed-Solomon error correcting codes.

Lee et al. [82] discuss another cryptography application
of iris biometrics—fuzzy vaults. A fuzzy vault system com-
bines cryptographic keys and biometric templates before
storing the keys. In this way, an attacker cannot easily
recover either the key or the biometric template. An autho-
rized user can retrieve the key by presenting his biometric
data. Several previous works used fingerprint data in fuzzy
vault systems. Lee et al. proposed a method of using iris
data in such a system.

9.2. Application systems

Negin et al. [107] describe the Sensar iris biometrics
products, a ‘‘public-use system’’ and a ‘‘personal-use sys-
tem.’’ Both systems seem meant primarily for authentication
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applications. The public-use system allows the user to
stand ‘‘one to three feet from the system’’ and uses several
cameras and face template matching to find the user’s eyes.
There is also an LED used as a ‘‘gaze director’’ to focus the
subject’s gaze in the appropriate direction. The personal-
use system uses a single camera which is to be manually
positioned ‘‘three to four inches from the eye.’’

Pacut et al. [113] describe an iris biometrics system
developed in Poland. This system uses infrared illumina-
tion in image acquisition, Zak–Gabor wavelets in texture
encoding, some optimization of texture features, and a
Hamming distance comparison. Experiments are reported
on their own iris image dataset representing 180 individu-
als. The particular biometric application envisioned is
remote network access.

Schonberg and Kirovski [139] describe the ‘‘EyeCert’’
system, which would issue identity cards to authorized
users. The barcode on the cards would store both biometric
information about the person’s iris, as well as other infor-
mation such as a name, expiration date, birth date, and so
forth. The system is designed to allow identity verification
to be done o#ine, thus avoiding potential problems that
would come with systems that require constant access to
a centralized database. The approach uses multiple images
per iris and a representative set of irises from the popula-
tion to ‘‘train’’ the method, and ‘‘larger training sets are
likely to produce improved quality of feature set extraction
and compression.’’

Jeong et al. [72] ‘‘aim at developing the iris recognition
system in mobile phone only by using a built-in mega-pixel
camera and software without additional hardware compo-
nent.’’ This implies limited memory and lack of a floating-
point processor. The particular mobile phone used in this
work is a Samsung SPH-S3200 with a 3.2 mega-pixel
CCD sensor. Processing time for iris recognition on the
mobile phone is estimated at just less than 2 s.

In [34], Daugman describes how iris recognition is cur-
rently being used to check visitors to the United Arab
Emirates against a ‘‘watch-list’’ of persons who are denied
entry to the country. The UAE database contains 632,500
di!erent iris images. In an all-against-all comparison, no
false matches were found with Hamming distances below
about 0.26. Daugman reports that ‘‘to date, some 47,000
persons have been caught trying to enter the UAE under
false travel documents, by this iris recognition system.
The Abu Dhabi Directorate of Police report that so far
there have been no matches made that were not eventually
confirmed by other data.’’

10. Medical conditions potentially a!ecting iris biometrics

Many envisioned applications for iris biometrics involve
serving the needs of the general public. If biometrics are
used to access government benefits, enhance airline security
by verifying traveler identity, or ensure against fraudulent
voting in elections, it is important that the technology does
not disadvantage any subset of the public. There are several

ways in which disadvantage might be created. One is that
there may be some subset of the public that cannot easily
be enrolled into the biometric system because the biometric
is not, for this subset of people, su"ciently unique.
Another is that there may be some subset of the public that
cannot easily use the system on an ongoing basis because
the biometric is not, for this subset of people, su"ciently
stable. There are various medical conditions that may
result in such problems.

A cataract is a clouding of the lens, the part of the eye
responsible for focusing light and producing clear, sharp
images. Cataracts are a natural result of aging: ‘‘about
50% of people aged 65–74 and about 70% of those 75
and older have visually significant cataracts’’ [99]. Eye inju-
ries, certain medications, and diseases such as diabetes and
alcoholism have also been known to cause cataracts. Cata-
racts can be removed through surgery. Roizenblatt et al.
[128] study how cataract surgery a!ects the image of the
iris. They captured iris images from 55 patients. Each
patient had his or her eye photographed three times before
cataract surgery and three times after the surgery. The sur-
gery was performed by second year residents in their first
semester of phacoemulsification training. Phacoemulsifica-
tion is a common method of cataract removal. At a thresh-
old Hamming distance of 0.4, which is higher than that
used in most systems, six of the 55 patients were no longer
recognized after the surgery. They conclude that patients
who have cataract surgery may be advised to re-enroll in
iris biometric systems.

Glaucoma refers to a group of diseases that reduce
vision. The main types of glaucoma are marked by an
increase of pressure inside the eye. Pressure in the eye
can cause optic nerve damage and vision loss. Glaucoma
generally occurs with increased incidence as people age.
It is also more common among people of African descent,
and in conjunction with other conditions such as diabetes
[100]. A 2005 European Commission report [46] states that:
‘‘it has been shown that glaucoma can cause iris recogni-
tion to fail as it creates spots on the person’s iris.’’ Thus
a person with glaucoma might be enrolled into an iris bio-
metrics system, use it successfully for some time, have their
glaucoma condition advance, and then find that the system
no longer recognizes them.

Two conditions that relate to eye movement are nystag-
mus and strabismus. ‘‘Strabismus, more commonly known
as cross-eyed or wall-eyed, is a vision condition in which a
person cannot align both eyes simultaneously under nor-
mal conditions’’ [111]. Nystagmus involves an involuntary
rhythmic oscillation of one or both eyes, which may be
accompanied by tilting of the head. One article suggests
that an identification system could accommodate people
with nystagmus if the system had an e!ective method of
correcting for tilted and o!-axis images [59]. The system
would probably need to work well on partially blurred
images as well.

Albinism is a genetic condition that ‘‘results in the par-
tial or full absence of pigment (color) from the skin, hair,
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and eyes’’ [98]. Iris patterns imaged using infrared illumina-
tion reflect the physical iris structures such as collagen
fibers and vasculature, rather than the pigmentation, so a
lack of pigment alone should not cause a problem for iris
recognition. However, the conditions of nystagmus and
strabismus, mentioned above, are associated with albinism.
Approximately 1 in 17,000 people are a!ected by albinism.

Another relevant medical condition is aniridia, which is
caused by a deletion on chromosome 11 [5]. In this condi-
tion, the person is e!ectively born without an iris, or with a
partial iris. The pupil and the sclera are present and visible,
but there is no substantial iris region (Fig. 13). Persons with
this condition would likely find that they could not enroll
in an iris biometrics system. Aniridia is estimated to have
an incidence of between 1 and 50,000 and 1 and 100,000.
This may seem rare, but if the population of the United
States is 300 million persons, then there would be on the
order of 4000 citizens with aniridia.

As the examples above illustrate, there are substantial
segments of the general public who may potentially be dis-
advantaged in the deployment of iris biometrics on a
national scale. This is a problem that has to date received
little attention in the biometrics research community. This
problem could partially be addressed by using multiple bio-
metric modes [13].

11. Conclusions

The literature relevant to iris biometrics is large, grow-
ing rapidly and spread across a wide variety of sources.
This survey suggests a structure for the iris biometrics liter-
ature and summarizes the current state of the art. There are
still a number of active research topics within iris biomet-
rics. Many of these are related to the desire to make iris rec-
ognition practical in less-controlled conditions. More

research should be done to see how recognition could be
improved for people wearing glasses or contacts. Another
area that has not received much attention yet is how to
combine multiple images or use multiple biometrics (e.g.,
face and iris recognition) to improve performance. The e"-
ciency of the matching algorithms will also become more
important as iris biometrics is deployed in recognition
applications for large populations.

11.1. A short recommended reading list

Because the iris biometrics literature is so large, we sug-
gest a short list of papers that a person who is new to the
field might read in order to have a more detailed under-
standing of some major issues. We do not mean to identify
these papers as necessarily the most important contribu-
tions in a specific technical sense. But these should be read-
able papers that illustrate major issues or directions.

The place to start is with a description of Daugman’s
original approach to iris recognition. Because his work
was the first to describe a specific implementation of iris
recognition, and also because of the elegance of his view
of comparing iris codes as a test of statistical independence,
the ‘‘Daugman approach’’ is the standard reference point.
If the reader is most interested in how Daugman initially
presented his ideas, we suggest his 1993 paper [29]. For a
more recent, readable overview of Daugman’s approach,
we recommend [33].

In the past decade, Daugman has modified and
improved his recognition algorithms. A recent paper, [35]
presents alternative methods of segmentation based on
active contours, a way to transform an o!-angle iris image
into a more frontal view, and a description of new score
normalization scheme to use when computing Hamming
distance that would account for the total amount of
unmasked data available in the comparison.

Because Daugman’s approach has been so central, it is
perhaps important to understand that it is, at least in prin-
ciple, just one specific technical approach among a variety
of possibilities. The iris biometrics approach developed at
Sarno! Labs has an element of being designed intentionally
to be technically distinct from Daugman’s approach. To
understand this system as one that makes a di!erent tech-
nical choice at each step, we recommend the paper by Wil-
des [168].

One of the major current practical limitations of iris bio-
metrics is the degree of cooperation required on the part of
the person whose image is to be acquired. As described in
earlier sections, there have been a variety of research e!orts
aimed at acquiring images in a more flexible manner and/or
being able to use images of more widely varying quality. As
an example of a very ambitious attempt at acquiring usable
iris images in a more practical application scenario, we rec-
ommend a paper describing the ‘‘Iris on the Move’’ project
at Sarno! labs [97].

The reported performance rates vary dramatically
depending on the quality of images available. Although

Fig. 13. Aniridia is the condition of not having an iris [132].
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there is no generally accepted measure of image quality,
Chen et al. [22] present one possible metric, and suggest
the potentially important point that image quality may
vary from region to region in the image.

It is natural to ask about the current state of the art in
iris biometrics performance. A reader interested in an
experimental comparison of di!erent segmentation meth-
ods could read the paper by Proenca et al. [124]. Vatsa
et al. [161] present a comparison of di!erent texture extrac-
tion methods. The most ambitious e!ort in evaluating the
current state of the art is certainly the ‘‘Iris Challenge Eval-
uation’’ (ICE) program sponsored by various U.S. govern-
ment agencies. For an overview of the current state of the
art in iris biometrics, we recommend reading the report
available on the ICE web site [118].

The public should naturally be concerned about systems
that plan to collect and store personally identifying infor-
mation. For an introduction to some of the privacy and
security issues inherent in biometric systems, we recom-
mend a paper by Bolle et al. [10]. This paper considers
replay attacks and brute-force attacks, and introduces the
idea of a cancelable biometric. This paper is worth reading
in order to understand the motivation and basic conceptual
design of cancelable biometrics.

It is important to appreciate the potential limitations of
iris biometrics in terms of subgroups of people that could
potentially be disadvantaged. There has been little serious
study about groups of people whose use of iris biometrics
might be complicated by medical condition or disability.
As an example of a simple study that demonstrates that iris
texture can potentially change as a result of cataract sur-
gery, we recommend [128]. This paper is, obviously, not
about the technology of iris biometrics, but it illustrates
how complications may arise in applying iris biometrics
to entire populations of people.
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